Abstract-Revealing the underlying evolutionary mechanism plays an important role in understanding protein interaction networks in the cell. While many evolutionary models have been proposed, the problem about applying these models to real network data, especially for differentiating which model can better describe evolutionary process for the observed network remains a challenge. The traditional way is to use a model with presumed parameters to generate a network, and then evaluate the fitness by summary statistics, which however cannot capture the complete network structures information and estimate parameter distribution. In this work, we developed a novel method based on Approximate Bayesian Computation and modified Differential Evolution algorithm (ABC-DEP) that is capable of conducting model selection and parameter estimation simultaneously and detecting the underlying evolutionary mechanisms for PPI networks more accurately. We tested our method for its power in differentiating models and estimating parameters on simulated data and found significant improvement in performance benchmark, as compared with a previous method. We further applied our method to real data of protein interaction networks in human and yeast. Our results show duplication attachment model as the predominant evolutionary mechanism for human PPI networks and Scale-Free model as the predominant mechanism for yeast PPI networks.
However, it cannot differentiate similar models accurately, especially for these duplication-divergence based models. It is likely that posterior probability alone is not effective enough to do model selection. Moreover, for each time, the sequential Monte Carlo sampling based ABC-SMC needs to choose a proper threshold value that is used to accept or reject a particle. It is however hard to select the right value; if is too large, it may take too long to find the good particles. If is too small, it will result in many particles being drawn that are never used. So the efficiency of ABC-SMC method is largely restricted by the choice of .
To deal with these issues, we propose an improved graph spectra analysis method based on approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) with differential evolution algorithm (DE) [19] and propagation (ABC-DEP). DE is demonstrated to be one of the best methods for optimization problems. Moreover, to make DE more suitable for the evaluation of posterior density over a number of models, we combine it with an additional propagation Kernel. The experimental results show our method can differentiate similar evolutionary models accurately. And quantitative analysis also demonstrates that our method converges rapidly and smoothly.
In the method section, we give a detailed introduction about our method. We demonstrate the accurateness, robustness, and reliability by testing ABC-DEP based on simulation networks. To show the promising ability of ABC-DEP, we apply it to PPIs network downloaded from PrePPI database [20] , [21] . Finally, we conclude by discussing the results and the significance of our method.
METHODS
In this section, we introduce several key parts of our method first, and then outline ABC-DEP framework.
Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)
Given an observed PPI network, D, and a set of evolutionary models m i with parameters u, we develop an efficient method that can carry out model selection and parameter estimation simultaneously to detect the underlying evolutionary mechanism. Being a probabilistic approach, our method is based on the Bayesian analysis to compute the posterior probability of any model m i , given a network D : 
where pðDjm i ðuÞÞ is the likelihood, pðm i ðuÞÞ is the prior, and pðDÞ is the evidence. The prior pðm i ðuÞÞ is assumed to be known and is often specified by choosing a particular distribution; here the uniform distribution has been chosen for our method. However, it is often difficult, or even practically impossible to directly evaluate the likelihood pðDjm i ðuÞÞ. In this work, we choose to evaluate the likelihood using approximate Bayesian computation instead. ABC based methods estimate the likelihood by simulations whose outputs (simulation network) are compared with the observed network [22] . More specifically, a set of parameters for a certain model is sampled through a presumed prior distribution.
The model and its parameters form a so-called "particle" m i ðuÞ with which we can simulate a network D 0 . The distance between simulation network D 0 and the observed network D is computed in order to accept or discard this particle. If the distance is smaller than a pre-set threshold, the sampled particle will be accepted, otherwise, will be discarded. The basic formula can be given as: pðm i ðuÞjDÞ % pðm i ðuÞjdðD 0 ; DÞ < Þ:
where represents the threshold to judge the distance, and dðD 0 ; DÞ represents the distance between network D 0 simulated by particle m i ðuÞ and the observed network D.
Distance Computing Method for Networks
As described in last section, we need to evaluate the distance between the simulated network and the observed network. To begin with, we represent a network by adjacency matrix that is supposed to capture all the structure information of the network, if only implicitly. Given a network with N nodes and E edges, the corresponding adjacency matrix A with N Â N dimension can be given by:
where i and j are two nodes in the nodes set N, and ði; jÞ represents an edge between i and j, ði; jÞ 2 E. Suppose the simulation network D 0 and the observed network D are represented by matrices A and B respectively. In theory, the distance between A and B can be computed as follows:
where a i;j and b i;j are elements in matrix A and B. While this node-wise comparison of two networks may be as comprehensive as it can be, it will not be very useful if the correspondence between the nodes from the two networks is not fixed-as the distance will likely be different for any different mapping of nodes. Indeed, the PPI networks are usually unlabeled and undirected, which means the actual mapping between the simulation network and observed PPI network is not known or easily attainable. In theory, a sensible remedy is to use either the minimum distance or the average distance among all possible mappings. However, considering that the PPI networks are with large size while very sparse, for example, the human high-confidence PPI network [20] , [21] has 4,003 nodes and 6,780 edges, so it is extremely expensive to get either the minimum or the average distance between the observed PPI network and the corresponding simulation network by permuting all possible mapping strategies between them. Therefore, we adopt the theorem of Umeyama [23] by which the approximate lower bound on the edit distance between two networks can be obtained. It has been demonstrated in Wilson and Zhu [24] that the lower bound on edit distance is an excellent approximation of edit distance between two networks, as defined in Eq.(4). The measure formula is shown by
where A and B are Hermitian matrices, and a i and b i are their ordered eigenvalues respectively. We will further demonstrate the reliability of Eq. (5) when we do distance analysis in the later section.
Differential Evolution Algorithm
Differential evolution is a population based, stochastic function optimizer, which is shown to be among the best genetic type of algorithms for solving the real-valued test function suite of the first international contest on evolutionary computation [25] . It has been widely applied to optimization problems of different kinds in various research fields. DE has been adopted as the foundation of our ABC-DEP algorithm for its efficiency, accuracy and reliability. Briefly, the central idea behind DE is a self-organizing scheme for generating trial parameter vectors by mutation and crossover, and then the trial vector will be accepted or rejected based on an objective function. Fig. 1 shows the more detailed process of DE algorithm. Given a population of particles P x;g each of which consists of an object function fðÞ and a parameter vector X N i À1;g ði ¼ 0; 1 . . . N p À 1Þ, a target vector X N i À1;g ði ¼ 0; 1 . . . N p À 1Þ, a randomly chosen base vector X r0;g and other two different random vectors X r1;g and X r2;g are needed to do mutation, which adds the weighted difference between the two random vectors to the base vector. After that, a crossover between the mutant vector V N i À1;g ði ¼ 0; 1 . . . N p À 1Þ and the target vector X N i À1;g ði ¼ 0; 1 . . . N p À 1Þ is used to generate a trial vector U N i À1;g ði ¼ 0; 1 . . . N p À 1Þ. Finally, a choice between target vector X N i À1;g and trial vector U N i À1;g is made by evaluating their objective function values to get the new particle X N i À1;gþ1 for the next generation. Typically, the whole process needs to be repeated multiple times in order to get the optimization output. It should be noted that, inspired by the method of Toni and Stumpf [26] and Thorne and Stumpf [18] , the models and parameters are treated analogously, i.e., the different models are encoded as another parameter, which is concatenated with the parameter vector, enabling model selection and parameter estimation simultaneously to be carried out.
ABC-DEP for Model Selection and Parameter Estimation
As mentioned in the previous section, DE is an excellent method for solving the optimization problem. However, the problem we need to solve is model selection and parameter estimation by evaluating the posterior probability, which is based on importance sampling. We make a population of two-tuple particles, each of which consists of a certain model and its parameter vector. The DE algorithm may help find some good particles, but what we actually need is the posterior distribution of particles. To address this issue, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , we propose another evolution kernel, propagation, and combine it with DE. Note that the terms evolution, mutate, population, etc., used in the section are in the context of evolutionary computation, and are not in the context of PPI network evolution, for which the method is designed to identify the optimal one among a set of candidate models.
Initialization
To do initialization, we randomly choose one out of the six evolutionary models and then randomly assign values from a preset range to the parameters for this model, and make the model and its parameters into a particle, with which we can generate a simulated network D 0 . Next, we evaluate the distance between the simulation network and the observed network D. If dðD 0 ; DÞ < , we accept this particle and assign it an initial weight w ¼ 1, otherwise, it is discarded. Here is a threshold used to control the quality of particles in a fixed scale of population. Different from ABC-SMC [19] that highly depends on a set of thresholds to guarantee the accuracy of final posterior probability, we only need one threshold for the initialization. The initialization process will be carried out repeatedly until N particles have been accepted into the population.
Evolution
Once N particles have been initialized, the procedure goes into the evolution part that includes two kernels: DE and Propagation. As we mentioned in previous sections, we need to randomly select other three different particles for the target particle to do mutation. However, the DE kernel tends to reduce the diversity of the population after several iterations, making it difficult to find other three different particles with the same model but different parameters, which are used to form a mutant to crossover with the target particle. Whenever this happens, ABC-DEP will switch into the propagation kernel: a multivariate Gaussian distribution with zero mean and a proper variance is used to perturb the parameter vector of any target particle for which no three other different particles can be found to form a mutant. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , while DE can help find several optimized particles, propagation enables us to find some good neighbors around the optimized particles and diversify the population.
Each particle in the population will be selected at one time as a target particle to do evolution. Then, we can obtain a trial population that has the same size of the target population. For every pair of particles, one from each of these two populations, we will use them to generate a simulated network respectively. Suppose network D 0 P i is simulated by a target particle P i , and D 0 Z i is simulated by the trial particle Z i , where Z i is evolved from P i . Then ABC-DEP adopts Metropolis-Hasting acceptance scheme to determine whether the trial particle Z i should be accepted to replace the target particle P i . The probability for acceptance in the Metropolis-hasting scheme can be evaluated as follows:
where the distance dðD 0 ; DÞ is used to evaluate the fitness of simulation network, and tðbjaÞ represents the transfer probability from a to b. Here we simplify the problem by not differentiating the propagation direction. That is, tðZ i jP i Þand tðP i jZ i Þ are equal; they are given by the following formula.
CR is the crossover probability and F is the weighting factor in DE. On the basis of (6) and (7), therefore, the MetropolisHasting acceptance probability is simplified as follows:
The trial particle may be accepted with the probability given in Eq. (8) to replace the target particle; otherwise, the target particle will be kept for the next generation. Next, ABC-DEP updates particle's weight by the method shown in Algorithm DEP. The importance of updating weight by multiplying D 0 ;D is to incorporate the fitness of the particle, namely, the better (i.e., with a smaller d) the simulated network is, the higher the weight of that particle is. Unlike the ABC-SMC [18] which may inefficiently try hundreds or thousands times to get a satisfying particle for the continuously strict acceptance threshold and which is a problem that becomes especially serious during the last few iterations, our method only need one trial to select a particle based on Eq. (8) for the next generation.
Sampling
Before sampling, the weights of the N p particles through evolution are normalized first. Then a model's intermediate posterior probability can be obtained by adding the weights of its particles. For instance, there are n particles that belongs to model i, n < N p then the model i 0 s posterior probability is given by
During sampling, a model is selected based on its intermediate posterior probability, and then for the selected model a specific particle is chosen based on the particle's weight, i.e., the particle that has a higher weight and thus belongs to a model with higher posterior probability will get more chance to survive for the next generation. Besides, in order to prevent a certain model from being extinct during the model selection, there is a probability p to stay at any selected model, and a probability 1 À p to jump randomly to other models. Therefore, we assign the new sampled particle with a weight by
Pro model½j ; (10) where ð1 À pÞ represents the transfer probability. This sampling procedure should be continued until N p particles have been sampled. Together, the evolution and sampling steps are repeated without decreasing the acceptance threshold until converged model posterior probabilities are obtained. 
Algorithm 1. ABC-DEP
dðD;D 0 P i Þ dðD;D 0 Z i Þ Þ then if dðD;D 0 P i Þ dðD;D 0 Z i Þ ! 1 then W P i W P i Â dðD;D 0 Z i Þ else W P i W P i Â dðD;D 0 P i Þ dðD;D 0 Z i Þ Â dðD;D 0 Z i Þ end if P i Z i else P i P i W P i W P i Â dðD;D 0 P i
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We tested our method extensively on simulated data first, as they, unlike the real PPI networks, offer ground truth and controllability for reliable assessment of performance. To compare with the work reported in Thorne and Stumpf [18] , the same six evolution models are included in our experiments: duplication attachment (DA), duplication attachment with complementarity (DAC), linear preferential attachment (LPA) [4] , the general Scale Free (SF) [27] , Combination model of DAC and LPA (DACL) and DAC model with random edges addition (DACR). The experiments based on simulated data aim to evaluate how accurately ABC-DEP can detect the underlying model that is used to simulate the testing networks. Finally, we apply ABC-DEP to analyze the possible evolutionary mechanism for real PPI networks.
Results Based on the Simulated Data
DACL and DACR are the most similar pair among the six models included in our experiment, making them the hardest to differentiate from each other. In Thorne and Stump [18] , networks generated by DACR were used as the target to see if they could be detected correctly or would be mistaken as DACL. Here we did the same test for comparison.
In addition, we also did the test in the reversed direction, namely, using the networks generated by DACL as the target to see how well ABC-DEP can detect and differentiate them from DACR and other models.
Data Simulated by DACR
The first test data is simulated by DACR, with the parameters being set at the following values: d ¼ 0:4, a ¼ 0:25, p ¼ 0:7 and m ¼ 3. The network sizes are controlled at 5,000 nodes with 25,009 edges. The posterior model probabilities illustrated in Fig. 4 show that the DACR has the highest average probability, which means ABC-DEP can accurately detect the model that is used to generate the test data. From the boxplot in Fig. 5a (1), we see that DACR's posterior probabilities converge rapidly and smoothly towards their expected values respectively. Contrast to the traditional method ABC-SMC [18] which mistakenly predicted DACL as the underlying model for networks generated by DACR, our method is obviously more accurate and detects the target correctly. Moreover, for the parameter estimation of DACR shown by Fig. 5b , where the vertical line means the average value of our estimation and the vertical dashed line means the gold standard value used to generate the test network, the parameter distribution, although not very smooth, is almost centered around the correct values. The standard deviations for the estimation of d, a, p and m are 0.0196, 0.0300, 0.1114 and 0.0700 respectively. And the range of parameters' distribution of our method is narrower than that of ABC-SMC [18] . Our experiments suggest that smoother distribution can be attained by increasing the number of particles, which can result in a sample mean closer to the actual value, though at additional computational cost. We therefore strike a balance between the accuracy and computational complexity. Besides, we have reproduced the traditional method ABC-SMC [18] to make further comparison. Note that the posterior probability from ABC-SMC incorrectly converges towards DACL for test networks generated by DACR as illustrated in Fig. 5a (2). In additional to posterior probability, we also analyzed the minimum distance, as measured by Eq. (5), between the simulated network and the test network, as shown in Fig. 5c . Our results show a better convergence; and also the minimum distance obtained by our method can reach a smaller value. 
Data Simulated by DACL
To further demonstrate the robustness and accuracy of our method, we tested our method by an additional simulated test data. This second test data is simulated by DACL, also with parameters d ¼ 0:4, a ¼ 0:25, p ¼ 0:7 and m ¼ 3, and grown to 5,000 nodes with 25,009 edges. Fig. 6 illustrates the posterior probabilities of six models, and Fig. 7a(1) and (2) illustrate the converging processes of posterior probabilities and minimum distances respectively. And the histogram of parameter estimation of DACL shown by Fig. 7b is quite smoothly distributed and centered around the correct values, with standard deviations 0.0270, 0.0364, 0.1866 and 0.0861 for the estimation of d, a, p and m respectively.
Results Based on Protein Interaction Data
We then applied ABC-DEP to high-confidence human PPI network and high-confidence yeast PPI network that were downloaded from PrePPI database [20] , [21] , where highconfidence means the interactions in the data sets are at least supported by two publications. As a quick summary, the high-confidence human PPI network has 4,003 nodes and 6,781 edges, and the high-confidence yeast PPI network has 3,236 nodes and 11,381 edges. The results illustrated in Fig. 8 shows the DA is the predominant evolutionary mechanism for the high-confidence human PPI network, while SF is the predominant evolutionary mechanism for the high-confidence yeast PPI network. For these two models, the parameter estimations are shown by Figs. 9a and 9b respectively. The parameter estimation of w shown by Fig. 9b is presumed > 0, that is why the distribution looks a little different. Generally, the center-around parameter distribution can help researchers to choose most suitable parameters for the evolutionary models.
While scale-free is an important topology property of PPI network [10] , [28] , not all scale-free PPI networks are born equal [29] . Considering that our graph spectra based method can capture many aspects of network structure, so the simulation networks generated by different evolutionary models may be somewhat scale-free overall, and yet different in other topological properties such as betweenness, modularity, clustering coefficient and so on, a phenomenon reported in recent literature [12] . In this regard, our finding of DA as the predominant mechanism for high-confidence human PPI network is consistent with other recent studies [30] . There is currently no consensus with respect to topological characteristics of yeast PPI networks; while some reported scale-free [31] , others did not [32] .
As duplication is a main mechanism via which genomes evolve and gain bigger sizes, it is plausible that association can be detected between genome size and PPI network growth involving duplication-divergence (DA), and that such association may be more pronounced for genomes of bigger sizes, like human genome, although an affirmative answer requires more detailed investigation and is beyond the scope of the current paper. The framework of our approach is whole network comparison, as formulated in Eq. (4) and approximated in Eq. (5), other than based on summary statistics, such as size, density and other topological features. There are pros and cons for these two types of approaches, i.e., whole-network versus summary statistics. While the whole-network approach is capable of comparing the simulated networks against the observed network comprehensively instead of only against a selected set of features thus avoiding potential biases due to selection of Given a real PPI network, although there is no guarantee to find the true underlying evolution model-as it may not be one of the candidate models, our method offers an effective way to find the relatively better one among the candidate models in matching the data, as shown in pie charts in Fig. 8 . In reality, it is plausible that the true underlying evolutionary mechanism is either too complex to be captured in a single model thus an ensemble of models would be more appropriate to provide an equivalent representation, or is indeed just a mixture of multiple sub mechanisms. Either way, we believe these pie charts in Fig. 8 should provide useful insights. Note that the existence of a predominant model, as suggested by the pie chart, tend to suggest that we are capturing something real, in contrast to a scenario where all models get about the equal share, which may be more of a sign for random data. Also, the method is inclusive. A new proposed evolution model can be easily included with our encoding scheme to participate in simulation and be compared with other models.
The time cost of simulation process mainly depends on the number of particles (i.e., simulated networks), and the number of iterations, and the size of the observed network. Generating a simulated network is linear time with regard to the network size. The main cost come from calculating eigenvalues for adjacency matrices, which is in Oðn 3 Þ, where n is the number of nodes in the network. In our experiments, we have used the CULAtools GPU linear algebra library (www.culatools.com) to perform the matrix calculations. Compared to a conventional CPU implementation, its parallel architecture greatly improved the efficiency. The parameter space for a given evolution model can also significantly affect the computational complexity. But in practice, the parameter spaces are usually kept at the range of 2 $ 5. Moreover, to follow the principle of Occams razor, it is also better to use as fewer parameters as possible when we design a new model. When there are many candidate models, we can deploy the divide-and-conquer strategy or tournament scheme, i.e., we divide them into several groups and do model selection to get a representative model for each group, and identify the best model through the tournament. The whole process is highly parallelizable.
The importance of our method is to help researchers analyze PPI network comprehensively from the evolutionary perspective, and provide a reference for them to find a possible evolutionary model given existing PPI networks. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a novel model selection and parameter estimation method, ABC-DEP, based on Approximate Bayesian computation and modified differential evolution. The results based on simulated data illustrate the efficacy of ABC-DEP. Detailed comparisons between our method and Thorne and Stumpf [18] have been made, which shows ABC-DEP has competitive advantages in accuracy and efficiency. Furthermore, we applied our method to real PPI networks data from human and yeast. The results show that DA model is the predominant evolutionary mechanism for the high-confidence human PPI network, and SF model as the predominant evolutionary mechanism for the high-confidence yeast PPI network. Given the strong performance on the simulated data, we believe that our method provides a useful tool for researchers to select and develop PPI evolutionary models and may also help resolve controversy regarding topological characteristics of PPI networks from the evolutionary perspective. Our method is highly parallelizable and it is in our plan to pursue faster parallel implementation to meet the computational demands as PPI networks scale up.
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